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at the Holy Chapel of Saint Maximos the Greek in Seoul

CATECHETICAL HOMILY AT THE OPENING
OF HOLY AND GREAT LENT
† BY GOD’S MERCY
ARCHBISHOP OF CONSTANTINOPLE-NEW ROME
AND ECUMENICAL PATRIARCH
TO THE PLENITUDE OF THE CHURCH,
MAY THE GRACE AND PEACE
OF OUR LORD AND SAVIOR JESUS CHRIST,
TOGETHER WITH OUR PRAYER, BLESSING AND FORGIVENESS
BE WITH YOU ALL

Τιμιώτατοι ἀδελφοί καί τέκνα
ἐν ΚυρίMost honorable brothers and
blessed children in the Lord,
With the good-will and grace of
God, the giver of all good things, we
are entering Holy and Great Lent, the
arena of ascetic struggles. The Church
knows the labyrinths of the human
soul and the thread of Ariadne, the
way out of all impasse – humility,
repentance, the power of prayer and
the sacred services of contrition,
fasting that eliminates the passions,
patience, obedience to the rule of
piety. And so the Church invites us
once again this year to a divinely
inspired journey, whose measure is
the Cross and whose horizon is the
Resurrection of Christ.
The veneration of the Cross in the
middle of Holy and Great Lent reveals
the meaning of this whole period.
The word of our Lord echoes strikingly:
“Whoever desires to follow me … let them
lift their cross each day and follow me”
(Lk 9.23). We are called to lift our own
cross, following the Lord and beholding
His life-giving Cross, with the awareness
that the Lord is the one that saves and not
the lifting of our cross. The Cross of the
Lord is “the judgment of our criteria,” “the
judgment of the world,” and at the same
time the promise that evil in all its forms
does not have the final word in history. In
looking to Christ and under His protection,
as the One who permits our struggle,
while blessing and strengthening our
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effort, we fight the good fight, “afflicted in
every way, but not crushed; perplexed, but
not driven to despair; persecuted, but not
forsaken; struck down, but not destroyed”
(2 Cor 4.8–9). This is the experiential
quintessence also during the present period
of the Cross and the Resurrection. We are
on a journey to the Resurrection through
the Cross, through which “joy has come to
the whole world.”
Some of you may wonder why the
Church, in the midst of the current
pandemic, would add to the already existing
health restrictions yet another “quarantine,”
namely Great Lent. Indeed, Great Lent is

also a “quarantine,” a period that lasts
forty days. Nevertheless, the Church
does not aim to weaken us further with
additional obligations and prohibitions. On
the contrary, it calls us to give meaning to
the quarantine that we are living as a result
of the coronavirus, through Great Lent, as
liberation from enslavement to “the things
of our world.”
Today’s Gospel reading establishes
the conditions of this liberation. The first
condition is fasting, not in the sense of
abstaining only from specific foods, but
also from those habits that keep us attached
to the world. Such abstinence does not
comprise an expression of contempt of
the world, but a necessary precondition
for reorienting our relationship with the
world and for experiencing the unique joy
of discovering the world as the domain
of Christian witness. This is why, even
during this stage of fasting, the approach
and experience of the life of the faithful
have a paschal dimension, the taste of the
Resurrection. The “Lenten atmosphere” is
not depressing, but joyous. It is the “great
joy” that was proclaimed as good news by
the angel “to all people” at the birth of the
Savior (Lk 2.10). This is the unwavering
“fulness of joy” (1 Jn 1.4) of life in Christ.
Christ is always present in our life – He is
closer to us than we are to ourselves – all
the days of our life, “unto the end of the
ages” (Mt 28.20). The life of the Church
is an unshakeable witness to the grace that
has come and to the hope of the Kingdom,
to the fullness of revelation of the mystery
of the Divine Economy.
Faith is the response to God’s loving
condescension to us; it is the “Yes” of
our whole existence to Him, who “bowed
the heavens and descended” in order to
redeem the human race “from the slavery
of the enemy” and in order to open for us
the way toward deification through grace.
The sacrificial love for the neighbor and
the “care” for the whole creation spring
from and are nurtured by this gift of
grace. If this charitable love for others
and the god-pleasing concern for creation
are absent, then my neighbor becomes
“my hell” and creation is abandoned to
irrational forces, which transform it into

an object of exploitation and into a hostile
environment for humankind.
The second condition of the liberation
promised by Great Lent is forgiveness.
O b l i v i o n o f d i v i n e m e r c y a n d G o d ’s
ineffable beneficence, breach of the Lord’s
commandment that we should become
“the salt of the earth” and “the light of
the world” (Mt 5.13-14), and a false
transformation of the Christian way of life:
to all of these attitudes leads a “closed
spirituality” that thrives on the denial
and rejection of the “other” and of the
world, wipes out love, forgiveness and the
acceptance of the different. Yet, this barren
and arrogant attitude of life is denounced
emphatically by the word of the Gospel on
the first three Sundays of the Triodion.
It is known that such extremes are
especially prevalent during periods when
the Church invites its faithful to spiritual
discipline and vigilance. However, the
authentic spiritual life is a way of internal
renewal, an exodus from ourselves, a
loving movement toward our neighbor.
It is not based on syndromes of purity
and exclusion, but on forgiveness and
discernment, doxology and thanksgiving,
according to the experiential wisdom
of the ascetic tradition: “It is not food,
but gluttony that is evil … not speaking,
but idle speech … not the world, but the
passions.”
With this attitude and these sentiments,
we join our prayers with all of you,
beloved brothers and children, that we
may definitively overcome the lethal
pandemic and swiftly respond to its social
and economic consequences. And we ask
for your beseeching supplications, too, for
the reopening of the Sacred Theological
School of Halki, after a long period of fifty
years that has passed since its silence was
imposed externally and fully unjustly, as
we welcome Holy and Great Lent in the
Church, singing and chanting together “God
is with us,” to Whom belongs the glory and
might to the endless ages. Amen!
Holy and Great Lent 2021
† BARTHOLOMEW of Constantinople
Fervent supplicant for all before God
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"A light to bring revelation to the Gentiles"
Righteous Symeon, while holding
the Infant Christ, concluded his praise to
God with a prophecy: «my eyes have seen
Your salvation which You have prepared
before the face of all peoples, a light to
bring revelation to the
Gentiles» (Luke 2:3032). Inspired by the
Holy Spirit, Symeon
prophesied, as Isaiah
once did (see Isaiah
49:6), that Jesus
Christ is the light and
Savior of the whole
world. It is this light
that will shine on all
the pagan nations,
freeing them from the
darkness of ignorance
of the true God.
What is most
notable, is how the
Elder Symeon speaks
these prophetic words
without the exclusivity
and fanaticism of his
Jewish contemporaries.
Their view of the
Messiah is a narrow
one, in that he
would come for the
salvation of Israel alone. If the Jews had
heard Symeon speak of this salvation being
extended to the surrounding pagans, he
would be denounced as a dangerous radical,
with serious consequences.
This is something that we Orthodox
Christians also need to look at very
closely. Because there are some people
today who also have this insular thinking,
limiting Christ to their own countries or
communities. They are uninterested in doing
mission work beyond their borders and
are often hostile when asked to support
any missionary endeavor. They attempt to
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justify their opposition by citing a “greater
need” in their own nations or homes. If the
early Church acted in this way, then none
of us would be Christian, as our ancestors
were all pagans! If the Holy Apostles, who
were Israelites,
had this attitude,
they would
not have left
their homeland
to preach the
Gospel, and the
Church would
have remained
confined to
Palestine.
But Christ
came to unite
everyone in one
spiritual family.
As the Light
of the world”
(John 8:12), He
came to dispel
the darkness of
pagan life, and
to illuminate
their world like
the sun, bringing
salvation to all.
That is why
the Lord commanded His Apostles: «Go
into all the world, and preach the gospel
to every creature» (Mark 16:15). They
traveled in every direction, carrying this
joyful message of salvation in the face of
danger and even martyrdom. Our Holy
Apostolic Church continues this work
of evangelization to this day, with the
participation of its illumined members,
both clergy and laity. Each of us is called
to contribute with our fervent prayers
and in any other way we can, depending
on our abilities. Paganism is not just
something that existed in Apostolic times,

The ceremony of Holy Water at the Church of St. Nikolaos in Seoul, marking the beginning of the new School
and Catechetical Year, during COVID-19

but continues to this day. There are many
millions who are waiting for the message
of salvation. It is very moving to see the
joy and gratitude that they show to the
missionaries of our Church, these people
who hear about Christ for the first time.
They come to believe, be baptized, and
worship the one and true Triune God.
We can admire the longing of many who
travel very long distances (some on foot)
to be catechized, baptized, and attend the
Divine Liturgy. This being done until it is
possible to build an Orthodox church of
their own.
I would like to make a necessary
clarification here. Some confuse the
mission of the Church with the proselytism
practiced by various sects. This is
something the Jews did and which the
Lord condemned. That is, using sly and
deceptive methods to attract them to their
group. This is condemned by the Orthodox
Church, which has never used such means.
The Orthodox Mission is something
completely different, in that it respects
the freedom of every person. It preaches

the truth to whoever is interested, and
after catechesis (however long it takes), if
they are found sincere in their belief, are
baptized into the Church. Our Lord Jesus
Christ calls «whoever desires to come after
me» (Mark 8:34). Christ forces no one.
My dear brothers and sisters, after all
of this, please remember that our Lord
(as Righteous Symeon prophesied) is the
Light that illuminates all nations, and is
the Savior of all peoples. He wants to have
enlightened helpers who have already
received His saving message. This is not
because he needs them, as He is Almighty
and can do everything Himself. But He
also asks us to become “fellow workers
of God” (see 1 Corinthians 3:9), in order
to honor us. Let us accept this honor, and
labor to strengthen Orthodox Missions
with our shining example. Let our edifying
speech bear the light of faith to as many
as possible, so that they too may be
illuminated and saved by Christ the Savior.
Amen.
†Metropolitan Sotirios of Pisidia
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Baptisms in New Zealand
The continuing world-wide status of the
COVID-19 pandemic has changed life for all
of us.
The unprecedented pandemic is having
a tremendous impact world-wide on our
biological, economic, communal and spiritual
lives.
Here at our Sacred Metropolis of New
Zealand the conditions are clearly better

and at our Church of Saints Nicholas and
Athanasius were more severe. Fallen trees
caused the partial rupture of the roof of the
Priest’s house, the destruction of the two
communal toilets and the burning out of all
the household electrical appliances that were
connected to the electricity.
Glory to God there was no resulting loss
of life.

Some of the newly baptised, their Godfathers and Godmothers, priests
and nuns after the Baptism at the Holy Trinity Church in Saueni.

compared to the rest of the world. But the
disruption of air travel between New Zealand
and the mission islands of the Pacific-- Fiji,
Tonga and Samoa-- has made our regular
visitations to the islands to support and
encourage our newly illumined brethren
impossible.
Te c h n o l o g i c a l m e a n s : p h o n e s ,
computers, and computer programs for video
conferencing have become, as a result, our
only means to come into contact with our
beloved brethren.
In addition to this difficult situation,
two high-intensity cyclones hit the Fiji
Islands! Fortunately, they left only minor
material damage on the large island of Viti
Levu and at our Ierapostolic (missionary)
facilities and churches. However, the material
effects on the smaller island of Vanua Levu
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We are obliged to quickly repair the
material damage caused by the cyclones in
Viti Levu, so that we can speedily restore the
normal ecclesiastical and liturgical life of our
beloved parish.
At the same time, we are obliged to
support our brethren who lost both their
homes and their harvest, offering to them
at the very least a plate of food, a corner in
which they might sleep and the consolation
that someone cares about them and is willing
to help them in concrete ways.
The children of the St. Tabitha Orphanage
continue their lessons for the new academic
year, while two of the children, Anastasia
and Nikolaos received their school’s highest
academic honours!
Unfortunately, we also had the sudden
death of one of our best teachers who tutored

those of our children in need of remediation.
The event of his death has caused us great
sorrow. We are obliged to now find an equally
good and equally diligent teacher who will
love, care for and teach our children. How
else can they continue to progress in their
schooling?
Despite those many difficulties the work
of the Church of Christ continues.
On Saturday, 27 February, 2021, the
baptism of 12 new Christians took place,
children and adults, at our Church of the
Holy Trinity in Saweni, Fiji by the hand of
our local, indigenous priests Fr. Bartholomew
Senibulu and Fr. George Singh. The newly
illumined ones had grown inpatient for
that blessed day to come! And with these
baptisms, the life at the orphanage of St.
Tabitha and of the Holy Trinity parishes has
changed.
Now, all the children of the orphanage
can participate together in the Divine Liturgy
and the sacramental life of the church. Their
names will be commemorated at the Holy
Table of Preparation (the Proskomidi), the
particle of bread which represents them be
placed into the Common Cup of life from
which all of them together will commune the
Sacred Body and Blood of our Lord Jesus
Christ.
The spiritual birth of the newly baptized
in Christ gave joy to all of us.
Below is the list of the newly baptised
together with feast day of the Saint whose
name they now bear (and in parenthesis their
names before baptism):
Emmelia (Amelia), 30 May
Ioanna (Rihanna), Sunday of the
Myrrhbearers
Juilan (Ritesh), 21 June
Joachim (Jokini), 9 September
Juliani (Shareen), 21 December
Nikodemos (Niko), 14 July
Makrina (Timaima). 19 July
Emmanuel (Imanuel), 20 March
Apollos (Apolosa), 8 December
Andreas (Shavnit), 30 November
Peter (Sharnil), 29 June
And Sarah (Sara), the Sunday before
Christmas

Snapshots from the Baptism of our 12 newly
enlightened brothers and sesters.

We would like to entreat you, my beloved
brethren, to pray for our children, and you
too, blessed Fathers and Presbyters of our
church, that you would commemorate them at
your sacred Altar of Preparation. The solidity
and vitality of their faith can become a work
of all of us. They need our prayers.
We wish from the bottom of our hearts
that God grant you both physical and
spiritual health, that you are blessed to
overcome all the consequences of the ordeal
of the pandemic physically unscathed, and
benefited and more mature spiritually, having
realized the smallness of our existence as well
as the greatness of our destiny, coordinating
all the powers and gifts that God has given us
to attain it!
With the great love of Christ and with
our supplication for our newly illumined
brethren,
The Metropolitan
† MYRON of New Zealand
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17th Clerical Assembly of the Orthodox
Metropolis of Korea
(Sunday 24 January 2021)
Reverent Fathers and my dear associates in the Lord.

COMMUNICATION: THE PATH
OF THE HEART

We o w e i n f i n i t e g r a t i t u d e a n d
praise to our Lord for the year that
has passed and what He has given us
with kindness. We thank him especially because while living through
the terrible COVID-19 pandemic, He
has kept our Korean Church safe and
sound. It is not at all self-evident that
not a single case has occurred in our
parishes up to this date. We therefore
praise Him and ask Him to protect us
to the end, to praise and glorify His
Majestic Name.

This issue was initiated for study
and practical implementation for the
past year 2020. Our goal, as we mentioned at last year’s Clerical Assembly,
was for each of us to cultivate separately and together the communication
between us, in order to be led, by walking the path of communication, to the
true relationship from the heart that we
must have as members of the Church of
Christ.

We participate in this year’s 17th
Clerical Assembly under difficult circumstances. That is why we are forced
to carry out our Assembly online for
the first time. Let us praise God, the
provider of all Good, Who also gave us
the gift of electronic communication,
so that we can meet today fearlessly
watching and listening to each other
from afar.
I have the pleasure and honour to
bring to all of you fatherly wishes and
blessings of His All Holiness, our Ecumenical Patriarch Bartholomew, for a
successful meeting and a spiritually rich
New Year.
«The believers were all committed
to the teaching of the apostles and to
the communion between them, rendering of the divine Eucharist and
prayers.»
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But the problem of the COVID-19
pandemic prevented us from actually
cultivating the living personal communication between us and tumbled
our plans, as was the case with many
projects planned for 2020 around the
world.
For this reason, following a decision
by the Metropolitan Council, we felt it
appropriate not to present another slogan for the new year, as we do every
year, but to keep the same slogan for
study and practical implementation for
the current year 2021.
We were led to this decision, mostly
by the fact that the past year has shown,
as never before, how important human
communication is, on the one hand,
and the free movement of citizens on
the other. We understood this better because we experienced the lack of human
communication while living in tragic
situations. It’s a fact that you don’t ap-

preciate what you have until you lose it.
In countries where lockdown was established as a measure to stop the pandemic and in which citizens, for example,
in order to go to the supermarket, the
pharmacy, or other emergency services,
had to show the police officers in writing or electronically the reason of their
exit from the house, they understood the
valuable freedom of movement.
Losing your person in the intensive
care unit and not being able to visit in
order to stand by him during his last
hours, or not being able to visit your
parents, relatives not even on a family anniversary or celebration, because
gatherings are banned, made us all un-

derstand the great value of inter-personal communication.
PHYCHOLOGICAL PROBLEMS
The above-mentioned known facts,
including the consequences of the economic crisis, have unfortunately caused
many psychological problems to many
of our fellow human beings. A characteristic of the increase in psychological
problems, is that it is estimated that the
number of active psychiatrists will increase by 12% by 2029.
At the time of the great temptation
of this pandemic, during which we
cannot communicate in person with
all those who so badly need the gift of
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communication, let us use the electronic
means as wisely as we can to help them.
There are many who live alone and wait
for a phone call or an email to feel that
someone is thinking of them. So let us
be beneficial to each other, so that we
become friends of God. For «nothing
else makes man friendlier to God, as
much as living beneficially for everyone.»(St. John Chrysostomos)

SPIRITUAL PROBLEMS
These unprecedented situations that
we have experienced and continue to
live in, have had and still have serious
spiritual consequences. The first and
greater spiritual problem is that we have
been deprived of common worship and
we do not know for how long the Divine Services will take place without
the participation of the faithful. The difficulty of the faithful to participate in
the sacramental life of the Church and
especially in the sacraments of Holy
Communion and Holy Confession is
a very big spiritual problem. Also, the
replacement of participation in person
with live streaming broadcasts, and the
carrying out only online Bible studies,
Sunday classes, camps, etc. created
many spiritual problems.
The question that rises is how will
humanity go on in the future? Having
become accustomed by many people to
teleworking, telecommunicating, and to
impersonal free trading, since during the
pandemic a huge number of businesses... «switched» to the internet operating online, or children from pre-school
age are addicted to distance learning
(online), we risk losing the treasure of
human communication. Machines tend
to replace not only the human labour
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force, but also the most natural and sensitive interpersonal relationships.
The COVID-19 pandemic sooner or
later with God’s help will be gone, but
many of the impersonal systems and
shapes born because of it will remain.
So we’ll be talking about the B.c. (Before Coronavirus) era. Many things will
not be in the A.c. (After Coronavirus)
era as they were before the pandemic.
This means that our society will be led,
if we do not pay attention and manage
digital technology properly, to an impersonal and unfortunately, to a less humane society.
But we, Christians who wish to live
in a society, in which man, as an image
of God, wants to have a meaningful
communion with God and his fellow
man, must protect the divine gift of
communication, which is the only way
of the heart. Therefore, we must not let
digital technology destroy the holiness
of the human person. And that will happen if we learn to use modern technology, which is certainly a great gift of
God in our time, in a Godly way. In other words, we must not allow the «wall»
of any electronic screen to be between
us and our fellow human beings. We
should learn to give priority to interpersonal communication at any cost. For
example, shutting down your electronic
device to spend time in an interpersonal
meeting with your spouse, child, brother, friend, partner is an act of genuine
love.
In the parable of the future Judgment (Mt.25: 31-46) Christ indicated
six basic works that we must do to
«inherit the kingdom that has been prepared since the beginning of the world».

It is characteristic that all six – to feed
the hungry, to quench the thirsty, to
give shelter to the stranger, to dress the
naked, to visit the sick and the prisoners – do not tell us that we can do them
through third parties, but with our personal presence and the deep awareness
that each of them need to be done properly which requires sacrifice and personal cost.
PASTORAL PROBLEMS
Equally enormous are the pastoral problems caused by the pandemic.
The main work of the Church, which
is worship and sermon, has already
suffered serious consequences. The
common worship of the Church cannot
in any way become impersonal and remote. Personal participation is necessary. What’s happening now is a state
of emergency. Alas, if this exceptional
situation for the sake of necessity is established as a rule! Of course there are
special occasions where the faithful justifiably cannot participate in the common worship. For example, in a time
of war, natural disasters, the absence of
a holy temple or a priest, diseases that
keep the body of man pinned to the bed
of pain despite his longing to participate, as well as people who care like angels patients in homes or hospitals, their
absence is perfectly justified. The same
happens with the current pandemic situation. In all these cases and similar,
our Church refers, as a caring Mother,
always praying for «those absent due to
reasonable cause».
But when there is no good reason
to be absent from worshiping God, and
a Christian does not participate due to
negligence and indifference, then clear-

ly there is a very serious problem. And
the problem exists when you do not feel
the need to have a personal communication with Christ and with our brothers of Christ’s body. When you replace
your living participation in the life of
the Church with telecommunication
and compromise real communication
with the practice of a tele-member.
The place of Divine worship is the
primary meeting place of God and
people. After the service of the Divine
Eucharist, during which we become
communicants of the Body and Blood
of Christ and unite with Christ and our
brethren, we seek communication with
the members of the Body of Christ in
our daily lives, not remotely and with
online connections only, but mostly
in living interpersonal relationships.
In this way we remain children of the
same Father and brothers among us.
Thus we preview our society with our
God Father, our Brother Jesus Christ
and the Holy Spirit of Truth on the
one hand, and on the other hand with
the bright children of the Church, our
Christian brethren, in the future Kingdom of God.
O P P O RT U N I T Y
SELF-CRITICISM

F O R

But let us not see the COVID-19
pandemic only as the cause of problems.
Let us also see it as a challenge and an
opportunity to progress spiritually. And
the first step that will lead us to our
spiritual progress is self-criticism. So,
let the COVID-19 pandemic become a
time of self-evaluation for each of us.
Let us think:
How many times have we gone to
the church out of a formal habit? Now
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is the time to come with the awareness
and an inner need of our soul.
How many times have we come to
the Sacrament of Holy communion without repentance? It is time now to participate with longing to fill our spiritual
hunger and thirst from divine Food.
How many times we did not take
care to protect ourselves from the traps
of evil and fight the terrible virus of
sin? It is time now to be on a constant
alert not to allow the devil to poison our
souls.
How many times have we let selfishness destroy our love for God and our
neighbour? It is now time to be humbled before Him in order to love God
and our fellow man more.
How many times, before the measures of «social distance», when we
could «embrace» with love our neighbour we did not? It is time now to show
our love and our charitable feelings in
practice.
How many times have we opened
our mouths and blamed or criticized our
brother? It is time now, when the masks
unwittingly closed our mouths, to learn
to open it only to pray and to say ‘a
good word’ to our brethren.
How many times we closed our
physical and mental ears out of laziness,
so that we would not hear the word of
God? Now it is time to open them wide
in order to belong to the blessed category that the Lord said: «the one who has
ears to hear, let them listen».(Lk.8:8)
Let us reflect on the fact that the
pedagogical suffering of COVID-19,
which the most loving Lord allowed
us in order to wake up from spiritual lethargy, may be a fulfilment of the
prophecy: «Behold the day comes, says
the Lord, and I will send famine on the
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earth, not the famine of bread, nor the
thirst of water, but the famine of hearing the word of the Lord”.(Amos 8:11)
MESSAGE OF HOPE
So let us not lose hope and faith in
God’s love for us, for whatever God allows is ONLY for our salvation. Let us
remember that: «The more temptations
intensify, the more our reinforcement by
God increases. And of course we have
more certain hopes about the future.»
And that, «the goldsmith puts gold in
a strong fire and burns it until he sees
it become clearer. So is God allowing
people’s souls to be tested to this extent.» (St. John Chrysostomos)
OUR GOAL
Our goal for 2021 is to:
Firstly, the cultivation of sincere
communication with the faithful and
with all our fellow human beings in
general. Secondly, continuous communication, through all the means we
have at our disposal, with the children
and the youth of our Church. If we do
not pay attention, especially to the children at this critical time, they will lose
contact with the Church and, when the
problem of the pandemic is over and the
church reopens for all, then they will
not come back easily.
I wish my dear brothers and sisters,
when with God’s help, the temptation
of COVID-19 passes and we will be
able to speak to each other «mouth
to mouth» (2 John 12), to have been
taught everything that is necessary for
our spiritual progress; to be ready to put
a new beginning on the major issue of
proper communication with God and
our fellow human beings. Because communication is the only way of the heart.
†Metropolitan of Korea Ambrosios

'I want to be free'
The call of... the Church
When I was a
teenager, literally tired
of family demands,
school and tutoring
schools, and I used
to come home tired,
I loved to hear the
song ‘I want to live
free, without identity
anymore...’.
When I finally
managed to pass and
graduate from the University, just as I
was abandoning my beautiful student life
and getting into the arena of professional
settlement, I wondered ‘how I would live’,
‘how I would survive’ in this world of
unemployment and competition. And when
I finally managed to get a place under the
sun, or better said, in the greyness of foreign
land, the moment dad’s dream of ‘finding
his child a good job, a good car and having
a family’ was fulfilled, another question
began to torment me: ‘why should I live in
this world?’. I tried to avoid it by turning
on the radio loudly, typing an address on
the network... of the Internet, or throwing a
glance into the colourful world of television.
But here’s where the radio reminded me
again of that song I loved to hear and sing
when I was young ‘I want to live free..’
Despite the apparent success of my
life, the question and the desire for freedom,
(now with an identity in a world of numbers,
lonely people, successful robots, virtual
reality) was still remaining. I am sure this
same question is asked relentlessly to everyone
in seconds... where are we lost! Moments of
disappointment from the faces, or rather, the
images we have worshipped. Moments of
absolute solitude, moments of encounter with
Pain and Death; moments, when the mask of

the success and the intelligence that we wear
every day is torn apart, these moments bring
us face to face with the harsh reality and the
fact that neither our degrees, nor our car,
nor our money nor our houses, nor fleeing
to some distant earthly paradise can save
us, that is, to give us joy, meaning, essence,
substance in life. In a strange way, neither
School nor our Society has taught us why
we live in this world. Although ‘from our
School and Society today there is no lack of
knowledge, special and useful, but there is
lack of wisdom and the meaning of life as a
meaning. There is not that much lack of the
means, as much as lack of purpose. There
is no lack of programs, but lack of vision.
In our time and age there is no shortage of
ideals, but of universal truth and love. It is
not culture that is missing, but humanity. It is
not dialogue that is missing, but love. It is not
the images that are missing, but it is God!’
We have made and reached a time when
we buy a lot, but we enjoy a little. We
have more knowledge, but less judgment,
we have added years to our lives but
not life into our years. We have reached
the moon, but we’re having a hard time
crossing a road to meet our neighbour. We
have conquered Space, but have lost our
own planet. We have higher incomes, but
lower moral values to live in a society of
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high profits and shallow people. We build
luxury houses and break up the family,
since the showcase of life seems rich, but its
warehouse is deserted and naked.
So, in this age, which sees man not as
a being who thirsts and longs to quench his
thirst for truth, freedom and eternal love, but
as a ‘factor’ (economic, social or political),
who sells his gifts and redeems himself on
the altar of the ‘system’, I believe that for all
young people it raises the following dilemma:
either being sold to the World, becoming
beings of consumption and eventually
consumables, or to seek heroically, like
Odysseus, some Ithaca, leaving behind
everything deformed by the fashion of
Kirki to chew over the pieces of bread and
spectacle that the mass disinformation throws
away.
The paradox is that Ithaca, the lost
paradise we all seek, is not far from us,
but near us, among us. This Ithaca, our
lost homeland, our forgotten mother is the
Church. Until now, I have not used the
term Church, because we all carry from our
parents the impression that the Church is
some kind of a Ceremonial Office, where we
run to do Baptisms, Weddings and to receive
Holy Communion at Christmas and Easter.
As if the Church is some kind of First Aid
Station, were we run to when things of our
lives go wrong. We go to church in order
for the priest to say a prayer for us, that the
Church identifies herself with the priest and
the chanter, and she exists, to say the least,
for us to go on Sunday and light a candle so
as to settle our debts to this Unknown God,
so as not to be punished for our sins. This
God with the ‘don’t’ and the ‘we must not’
we believe Him so as not to get punished,
but we do not worship Him in order not to
limit us.
But what is Church? Church means a
plea, an invitation to joy, to celebration,
to a life that knows no death, to freedom/
purification from passions. Church means
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the revelation that Someone loves you for
who you are and as you are and not for
what you have or don’t have to offer him.
Church means the unique experience in the
inhospitable world surrounding you, that
you are not a puppet and a pawn of someone
supposedly powerful, but that you have a
home, that you have a family, you have an
eternal Father, who is where you often are
not, that is within yourself, and longs to
embrace you by ignoring your present and
past, because He knows your eternal future.
Church means (Holy) Communion,
in which you are not a number, a mass of
bones and water, a consumer unit, but you
have a name, a reason for existence, you
have the ability of forgiveness in the arms
of the One who died out of His love for
you, so that to rise to the eternity you yearn
to discover instead in virtual realities and
false Paradises. Church means a heroic exit
from the shell of your selfishness and selfinterest, which has taught you to see all the
faces and things that surround you as means
of satisfying your pleasure and ultimately
your suffering. Church means the conquest of
essential freedom (which is not just words,
but struggle and action, since it is not only
freedom ‘from’ but freedom ‘to’) and true
love, which does not ask who loves me, but
constantly wonders who Ι can love. Church
means the beautiful fight, not against others,
the ‘outsiders’ the ‘bad’ the ‘enemies’, but
against the sick part of you that worships….
itself. Church means participating in a new
way of being, which presupposes repentance,
that is, change the way of thinking, the way
of seeing the world and society. That is the
only way you learn how to eat, how to drink,
how to love, how to live, because tomorrow
you won’t die, you’ll never die, but you will
live. Whatever it is not a struggle and an
experience of transcending ourselves, it is
not the Church.
							
Professor Sotiris Despotis
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